BEAVER MERMEN MEET YALE TONIGHT

Hockey Team Takes On West Point and Briarcliffe Lodge Over Week End

ELI FAVORITED TO WIN IN INITIAL CONTEST FOR ENGINEER TEAM

NEW HAVEN TEAM, IF VICTORS, WILL RETAIN SHEELEIN TROPHY—ARMSTRONG AND HINORD EXPECTED TO MAKE FAST TIME IN DASH

Tonight the engineer swimmers meet the fast traveling Bulldogs for the first time. For the Beaver for, so to speak, the natural element of the Beaver is supposed to be the water, all appetizers favor the Bulldog to come out on top. Yale has a crock team as usual this year, and it is going to take one of the best teams in the country to send them down to defeat. There does not seem to be a weak spot in the lineup of the Yale team and though the Institute team has several promising stars, it does not seem to be able to offset the balance of the Bulldog delegation.

The best guess probably cause the EI mer men to toughen it up. Johnson who, lately, has been carrying the water to sustain his form in the Interclass 'A' meet. Not only swim the 50 yard dash, but his time of 1:12 in the 100 yards is doubtful. He is cutting his time more and more, but important as walking. Johnson's pet event will be the 100 yard dive, and he will be assigned a very good spot. Winning marks the most important for the Institute. This event seems as strong as any on the list.

The diving is well taken care of by the New Haven team. It has Parsons and Weis entered with a chance of possibly taking the Division I. This event can be a point to its doing, then it retains its position on the Institute's swimming roster. In fact, the diving will be more of the same.

QUINTET PLAYS TWO WEEK END MATCHES

Meet Williams College Today and Anders-Both Games Away

The basket tossers have been hard at work every night under Coach Meier. The team has a two week end schedule. On Friday, the team is to play at the University of Virginia which has a strong team this year. Virginia's captain, J. G. Kline, was an all-American last year. Harvard, at Cambridge, Mass., has a strong team, but the Bulldogs should have the advantage. The game will be played on the 10th at 11:30 a.m. in the New Haven gymnasium.

The Institute team has played against the American Indians at least two times this year. The Indians represent the Indian trader's club in the East, and they are strong in the middle distance races. According to reports, the Indians have been a favorite for the last few seasons.

The Institute team has played against the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Yale. Both games will be away from home. The teams will play the University of Pennsylvania on the 10th at 2:30 p.m. in Philadelphia. The game will be played in the New Haven gymnasium.

The Institute team has played against the American Indians at least two times this year. The Indians represent the Indian trader's club in the East, and they are strong in the middle distance races. According to reports, the Indians have been a favorite for the last few seasons.

FRESHMEN HOOPERs PLAY DEAN TOMBORROW

The freshman basketball team has been selected by Coach Luke Bunn, assistant basketball coach at Dean Academy. One of the eligible players is a freshman and he has been assigned to play on the team. The team will play against the University of Pennsylvania on the 10th at 2:30 p.m. in Philadelphia. The game will be played in the New Haven gymnasium.

The Institute team has played against the American Indians at least two times this year. The Indians represent the Indian trader's club in the East, and they are strong in the middle distance races. According to reports, the Indians have been a favorite for the last few seasons.